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BOOK REVIENWS
ELECTIVE ALIMENTARY REST AND THE
ELIMINATION OF SO CALLED 'PARALYTIC
ILEUS' AFTER ABDOMINAL OPERATIONS
By V. J. KINSELLA, M.B., Ch.M.(Syd.), F.R.C.S.

(Eng.), F.R.A.C.S. Pp. 35. Sydney: Angus &
Robertson, Ltd. 1948. 3s.
This is a collection of reprints from various

journals pointing to the evils of routine enemata or
purgation after operation, a tradition that diet very
hard in the nursing profession and even in the ranks
of surgical writers, as reference to recent textbooks
reveals. The need for rest of the alimentary tract
after operation, especially when peritonitis is
present, is stressed and the author describes his
own routine scheme of management and post-
operative feeding to attain this end.

B.J.S.

HANDBOOK OF SURGERY
By ERIC C. MEKIE, M.B., CH.B., F.R.C.S.ED.,

F.I.C.S., and IAN MACKENZIE, M.B.E., M.B.,
CH.B., F.R.C.S.ED. znd Edition. Pp. xvi +
764 with 29 illustrations. Edinburgh: E. & S.
Livingstone. I949. 2Os.
This book has fully maintained the high standard

set in its first edition.
It has been brought up to date, having all the

essentials but carefully omitting unnecessary detail,
and the subject matter is clearly presented. The
authors have adhered throughout to their belief that
to understand is to remember. The short account
of the anatomy and embryology in each section is
especially helpful and paradoxical points are well
explained.

It makes good reading and can be recommended
for revision purposes to both under graduate and
post graduate, as a concise account of modern
surgical practice.

G.A.MCL.L.

A TEXTBOOK OF CLINICAL PATHOLOGY
Edited by FRANCIS P. P. PARKER, M.D. 3rd

Edition. Baltimore: The William and Wilkins
Company. I 949.
This is the third edition of Kracke and Parker's

well-known textbook, the senior author now having
withdrawn. Additions to this edition account for an
extra 244 pages and i 8 illustrations. Material
added includes bone marrow examinations and
interpretations, an account of the Rhesus factor,
methods used in controlling anticoagulant therapy
and additions to the chapters on clinical chemistry.
About a third of the book is devoted to haema-

tology. The methods described are mostly well
tried and brief clinical interpretations are given. In
this section the chapter on Blood Groups by I.

Davidsohn is outstanding. After a critical review of
the methods of determining A, B, 0 groups, a good
account of the Rhesus factor follows, although the
Fisher-Race terminology, which seems likely to
replace the more complicated Weiner classification,
is not described.

In the section on bone marrow interpretation,
megaloblastic blood formation is still regarded as a
process of maturation arrest, a theory which now
finds little favour with European workers.
The chapter on Blood Chemistry by the editor

suffers from rather mechanical description of the
methods outlined. No reason is given for the
selection of a particular method in preference to
others, the limits of accuracy are not clearly stated
and no account is given of any of the difficulties
which may be encountered. Liver function tests
are given, but Maclagan's thymol turbidity test is
not included. Chapters on the assay of vitamins
and hormones give a succinct account of the
methods used but most workers in this field prefer
to consult the original papers.
The chapter on Immunologic Tests contains

much useful information on serological, comple-
ment fixation and skin tests. There is the usual
full account of serological tests for syphilis found in
most American textbooks.
As in the previous edition the chief deficiency is

in the account of clinical bacteriological methods.
These are scattered throughout the book, are often
not in line with modem practice and give a dis-
proportionate amount of space to such procedures
as the serological typing of pneumococci, a subject
now of academic interest only. A fuller account of
the cytodiagnosis of malignant cells in secretions
and fluids would have been opportune in view of the
renewed interest in this subject in recent years.

In general, however, the book is a useful addition
to the pathologist's and technician's bookshelf.

P.K.

ESSENTIALS OF DERMATOLOGY
By NORMAN TOBIAS, M.D. PP. 5I8 with i8r

illustrations, 6 in colour. J. B. Lippincott
Company. 36s.
A new edition of this little book must be wel-

comed not only on account of its inherent merit but
more especially as it fills a gap-the needs of
students and general practitioners-which British
dermatologists have totally failed to fill by any
comparable authoritative, compact and systematized
book.

It is short, omitting debatable rarities and the
vague meaningless rambling attempts at pictorial
description which, especially the latter, pad out our
current dermatological works, befog the student and
can act only as a doubtful advertisement for their
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authors. The book is very well illustrated with
good photographs, and wherever possible the
reader's attention is drawn to the fact that skin
lesions may be only one manifestation of a general
condition. The subject matter is pleasingly set out
by the publishers and in all one could wish it in
every student's library, though one fears the high
price of the book will prohibit any such wide
distribution.

B.M.O'S.

THE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE
By CHARLES HILL, M.A., M.D., D.P.H. Pp. x +

283 + cl. London: Christopher Johnson.
I949.
The National Health Service Act, 1I946, is of

vital importance not only to every doctor but also
to all members of the community. However, the
Act is so complicated that it is difficult for a busy
man to study the text in order to elucidate any
particular part, and a guide to the Act is badly
needed. This book is just such a guide and should
be invaluable to all those concerned in administer-
ing the new service, Dr. Charles Hill has a more
intimate knowledge of the Act than any other single
doctor, and in this book he sets out clearly the
organization of the new service, the obligations
placed on all the different committees and officers,
the terms of service for doctors, etc., etc. At the
present time all doctors are constantly faced with
new problems raised by the Health Service, and
this book will be of immense value as a source of
guidance and enlightenment to all in such diffi-
culties.

SIR WILLIAM GOWERS
By MACDONALD CRITCHLEY, M.D. Limited edition.

Pp. i i 8. London: William Heinemann Ltd.
I 949. 17s. 6d.
Benedetto Croce has written that the most perfect

knowledge is historical knowledge, and this applies
to medicine as well as to all sciences. We have, of
course, first of all, to live our contemporary medical
problems, but for the understanding of these
problems we have to enter into contact with those
powerful intellects of the past who faced the same
questions under' different conditions of scientific
social and cultural environment. History, in its
original, Hellenic sense, means critical faculty,
scientific method, and the neglect of this discipline
in the' unhistorical ' i9th century has been a source
ofmany errors. The reintroduction of the historical
spirit into medicine is a prominent feature of the
contemporary development of our science, and this
excellent collection of medicohistorical works under-
taken by Heinemann's, to which Dr. Macdonald
Critchley's Sir William Gowers belongs, is a boon to
the medical profession.

History of medicine being, above all 'medicine,'
a special mode of approach to medical problems is
studied more effectively by those physicians whose
lives centre on these problems; and it is because
Dr. Macdonald Critchley is himself a distinguished

neurologist that he has given us in this small
volume a fine picture, not only of a man but of an
epoch in the history of neurology. In fact, William
Gowers is the greatest representative of the post-
Charcot anatomoclinical neurological era. At the
beginning of the i9th century, Corvisart, Laennec
and other giants of the French school introduced
the anatomoclinical method for the study of
diseases, and this new ' technique,' more perfect.
than the purely clinical procedures of Hippocrates
and of Sydenham, greatly advanced clinical science"
The Natural History of Diseases. Charcot, in the
middle of the I9th century, applied thismethod for
the study of nervous diseases. Gowers,, 20 years
Charcot's junior, with his contemporaries, Jackson
and Bastian in England, Erf, Westphal and Quincke
in Germany, and Weir Mitchell in America, de-
veloped neurology on these lines.
The anatomoclinical method-a method of the

naturalist-had, however, its limitations. Already
Jackson, Bastian and Weir Mitchell were consider-
ing physiology as well as morbid anatomy; later
psychology, ' the functional factor,' entered the
scene. Gowers remained, however, on strict
anatomoclinical lines and, working with: this.
method, he gave us the basis of study of many
nervous diseases.

Dr. Macdonald Critchley tells us of the mrany
activities of Gowers. His advocacy of the metric
system in pharmacy will engender melancholy
thoughts, for the persistence, 6o years after the:
plea of Gowers, in the middle of tremendous
scientific developments of a backward, barbaric and.
dangerous mode of prescribing.
The list of the published works of Sir William'

Gowers covers i8 pages of close type and gives us.
the picture of the work of that great neurologist.
Dr. Macdonald Critchley, in 96 pages, has given us.
a material we usually find in bulky. volumes.
Physicians of all branches will obtain much in-
struction and inspiration from the perusal of this.
book written in a lively, clear and classical stylel

A.P.C_
MODERN TREATMENT YEARBOOK, 1949

Edited by SIR CECIL WAKELEY, K.B.E., C.B.,
D.Sc., F.R.C.S., F.R.S.E., F.A.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
Pp. xxxiv + 338, and 12 plates. London .-The
Medical Press. 1949. 15s.
This book is an excellent- series of practical

articles dealing with treatment of various conditions
met with by the general practitioner.
There is a tendency in one or two of the artidies.

for uncommon conditions to creep in, such as.
latent amoebiasis, but on the whole the authors.
deal with diseases in which their articles are most
helpful to the general practitioner. Some of the
surgical views, such as the article on Carcinoma of
the Breast by Sir Stanford Cade, and the Treatment
of the Retropulsed Lumbar Inter-vertebral Disc
by Dr. Armstrong, are especially good.
On the whole, the book is definitely an asset to

the bookshelf of the general practitioner.
B.K.
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